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Installation
Unpack the rar files you downloaded by opening only the first rar-file (part1) with the UnRar-application, all
other rar-files will get decompressed automatically. You will then find a Readme.pdf and 2 folders:
*“Aqualignum“ - which contains the patches (.acp) and the resynthesized sound files (.aaz, some aaz-files are
also located in the samples-folders), 21.5 MB in size, place this folder here:
Mac: HD(not user)/Library/Application Support/Camel Audio/Alchemy/Presets
Windows: PathToDataDirectory/Alchemy.data/Presets/
*“Samples Aqualignum“ - which contains 1.74 GB of samples in wav format 48 Khz/24 Bit/stereo and some
aaz-files, place this folder here:
Mac: HD (not user)/Library/Application Support/Camel Audio/Alchemy/Samples
Windows: PathToDataDirectory/Alchemy.data/Samples/

After the installation use the “Scan for Presets“ function from Alchemy‘s File Menue.

When opening Alchemy in your DAW it should look like this:

Licence agreement and terms of usage
This license agreement is between you (the licensee) and me (Simon Stockhausen).
1.) The licensee must not distribute the patches and samples from Aqualignum, resample them, copy or
otherwise replicate the patches and samples of this sound library in any commercial, free or otherwise product.
That includes sample and audio libraries and patches for samplers and sample based synthesizers. You can of
course create such derivates for your own musical work as long as these derivates are only distributed in the
context of musical work or sound design.
2.) The licence to the sound library Aqualignum may not be given away or sold (NFR).
Content
The sound library Aqualignum combines waterphone samples from my MachFive library
Scattered Entity Vol. 1 with original oud samples, an arab string instrument especially multisampled for this
library.
The mysterious and haunting tones of the waterphone meet the warm embracing string sounds of the orient.
Tradition melds with futurism, water, wood and metal compose Aqualignum. This library contains 56 patches
(including 1 variation) making use of 1.76 GB of samples, resynthesized sounds and electronic derivatives.
Multisampled string instruments derived from the oud with up to 5 velocity layers and 3x round robin (variations
per sample), calm and dark drones, beautiful and fragile waterphone pads, ominous and evocative
soundscapes, futuristic textures and metallic percussion instruments are contained in this set.
The oud articulations include plectrum-picked strings (played with a special oud plextrum), finger-plucked
vibrato tones, up and down slides, tremoli, bowed notes (violin bow), scraped strings and some phrases.
The waterphone was played with two differently sized bows creating all kinds of arpeggio textures with watermodulated decay-phases, scraping and moaning metal sounds, long sustained notes played with a violin bow
for creating multisampled tonal pad sounds and the instrument was beaten with various beaters for metallic
percussion sounds and bass tones.
As in all my soundsets for Alchemy I make extensive use of Alchemy's complex modulation possibilities and
filters, often intermodulating LFOs/MSEGs/sequencers with each other and assigning numerous parameters to
a single Performance Controller. This enables the user to deeply interact with the sounds and shape it
according to his/her needs and preferences. The patches can also serve as a starting point for the user's own
creations when loading new samples into them and then using the pre-assigned controllers and snapshots in
the Remix Pad.
All samples in this library were recorded with 3 Neumann microphones in L-C-R in 48 Khz/24 Bit, a U87 as the
center mic - a stereo set of KM 184 for L-R, the microphone signals of all oud samples were phase-aligned
which improves the stereo picture, enhances the transparency of the sound and makes for snappier transients.
All audio demos for this library are here.
All videos for this library are contained in this youtube playlist.
CPU
All patches were programmed at a sample buffer of 128 samples inside Logic on a Mac 8-core 3 Ghz
computer. I paid a lot of attention to the CPU consumption, if a patch puts too much strain on your system
whilst tracking, lower the voice count/polyphony or decrease the release time. You can raise the voice count
again when rendering the track/bouncing your project. Also when mixing and not tracking I would advise you to
raise the sample buffer, as latency is not an issue in that case, especially when many instances of Alchemy are
being used.

Patchlist
All 8 Performance Controllers as well as both x/y-pads are assigned for each patch. As quite a few patches
use split sounds with several samples spread out across the whole range of a keyboard with 88 keys, the
usage of large Masterkeyboard is recommended.
There are 56 patches (including 1 variation) in Aqualignum. Alchemy‘s categories don‘t really fit some of these
patches, but I did my best to categorize them within this limited framwork. Some of the playing tips and
comments from the alphabetic patchlist below were also included in the “Comments“ field of the presets.
C3 refers to the middle C on a piano (C1 in classical terms). AT means Aftertouch, VEL means velocity, MW
means Modwheel, PB means Pitchbender.

Preset

Category

Comments

AquaOud
Resynthesized

Soundscapes

Resynthesizing a waterphone texture in Metasynth and playing back the
resynthesized, stretched and retuned data with several oud samples.
Source A plays this soundscape in granular mode, Souce B running in
additive and spectral mode uses a resynthesized version, so itʻs a second
generation resynth. Ctrl 2 introduces a tuned combfilter (key follow) to A.
Ctrl 4 controls the volume of the spectral component in B.

Bowed Oud
Layers

Strings / Oud

Source A sampler mode: three bowed oud drones played on the bridge of
the instrument with a violin bow split across the keyboard, sounding one
octave lower than played:
Sample 1 root C2 (sounding C1) - C0 - F2
Sample 2 - root Bb2 (Bb1) - F#2 F#3
Sample 3 - root C4 (C3) - G3 - C5
Source B sampler mode: same mapping as in A, but tremolo samples,
tremolating the notes on the bridge creating a sul pont effect wit plenty of
harmonics.
Sources C+D running in granular mode add another 2 bowed oud
samples, another tremolo in C (mapped up to C4, root Bb2) and a
sustained note with variations in D (mapped up to C5, root Bb2). Sources
C+D have a dedicated volume control (Ctrl. 1).

Calm
Textures Trio

Soundscapes
Drones
Bowed Metal

Three waterphone textures in 3 granular sources played with a violin bow,
calm up and down bowing on one bar of the instrument.
The samples are very dynamic and all start rather softly.
Mapped from C1 - C6. Use x/y-pad 1 to crossfade between the sources.

Convoluted
Water Oud

Soundscapes

Two long soundscapes in 2 sources (sampler mode) made by sending two
different oud trills into a convolution reverb using using 2 different
waterphone textures as the impulse responses, furtherly reverbrated with
B2. Use Ctrl 1 to shift the sample start points, knob hard right shifts the
start to the last accent in each sample, looping back and forth only the
long reverb tail.

Dark Scape
Split

Soundscapes
Waterphone

Three waterphone textures split across the keyboard, finetuned to their
root noteslooping back and forth. Source A: sampler, Source B: granular
Mapped from C0 - C6. Split points: B2/C3 - C5/C#5

Preset

Category

Comments

Frozen Duet
Split

Soundscapes
Drones

Spectrally frozen waterphone scape (source B+D) meets spectrally frozen
oud drone (source A+C), overlapping split point: C4
Sources A+B are running in granular mode, the sample playhead position
modulated by an MSEG envelope running in non-retrigger mode, so with
each new note played the samples will not restart from the beginning but
play through each entire soundscape. Sources C+D run in sampler mode,
sample start point is assigned to velocity. When Ctrl 8 is dialed in, AT
modulates the speed of the pitch modulation.

Gentle Pad

Pads

Resynthesized waterphone texture, source A running in additive mode.
Snapshots 5-7 use temposynced amlitude and pitch modulators.

Granular
Waterphone
Textures

Soundscapes
Waterphone

Three waterphone glissandi playing in 3 granular sources, coarse-tuned to
the main pitch prominent in each sample. All samples are looping back
and forth, mapped from C0 - C7. Ctrl 2 eliminates the randomization of the
grain positions so the sounds “freeze“ and adds slow pan modulation. Use
x/y-pad 2 to control amount/speed of amplitude modulation. AT introduces
random pitch modulation.

Layered Moan
Drones

Soundscapes
Waterpone

Three waterphone textures played with a long violin bow, continuous
bowing on one bar, up and down, creating metallic “moaning“ sounds.
Sources A-C run in sample mode, mapped from C0-C6, source D uses a
resynthesized version (additive mode) of the drone in source A and is
mapped over the entire range. Ctrl 2 controls the sample speed in D, Ctrl
3 controls the amount of original pitch variation contained in the
resynthesized data in D. Ctrl 1 shifts sample start points in sources A-C.

Moanaphone

Soundscapes
Waterphone

A long moaning sample of bowing a single bar of the waterphone
continuously on one pitch with slight pitch variations is playing between
C3-C5 (source B), in the bass region only the beginning off that sample is
playing (source A), in the high region (C#5 upwards) there is waterphone
flageolet sample. Sources A-C run in sampler mode and are looping back
and forth. In Source D there is a resynthesized version (additive) of the
sample in A, mapped over the entire keyboard range.
Ctrl 1 controls the volume of the sampler sources (A-C), Ctrl 2 controls the
volume of the additive source. Ctrl 7 introduces a pitch sequence.
AT controls modulation speed when Ctrl 2 is dialed in.

Oud 5Vel 3RR

Strings / Oud

Multisampled oud, sampled strings: C1 - F1 - Bb1 - D2 - G2 - C3 - fretted
string: G3, all strings but the low C are double strings creating the typical
chorussing/detune sound of the oud. 105 samples plucked with an oud
plectrum at 5 velocity layers - moving towards the bridge a bit with each
layer - and 3x round robin, range extended to each side, instrument range:
C0 - C4.
The original tuning of the rather stubborn oud during the sample sessions
was preserved in this patch, some strings are slightly off the tempered
tuning, when mapping the samples I actually liked the microtunal feel of
the resulting instrument, so I left each string as sampled. Use the tuned
version below for a more tempered tuning. This patch uses the sfz-map in
one sampling source.
Ctrl 1 enables pitch control via AT, good for small expressive glissandi and
vibrati. When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left (assigned to F1 LP filter cutoff), Ctrl
4 adds velocity sensitivity of the filter cutoff. Ctrl 7 dials in the tuned
bandpass filter in F2, add filter modulation with Ctrl 8.

Oud 5Vel 3RR
Tuned

Guitar
Strings / Oud

Tuned / tempered version of the patch above.
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Oud 5Vel 3RR
Tuned
Granular

Guitar
Strings / Oud

Multisampled oud (see above), granulated in source A, mapping of the
highest note extended to C5. Resynthesized oud pluck (additive) in source
B mapped over the entire keyboard range. Tune up the additive source
using Ctrl 7 (scaled in semitones). With the y-axis of x/y-pad 2 dialed
downwards, the filter cutoff in F1 is modulated via ADSR 2.

Oud FX
Textures Split

Guitar
Strings
Soundscape
Oud

Processed oud phrase-impro split up into 4 looped segments in 4 granular
sources.
Source A - root: D2, range: C-2 - C3
Source B - root: G4, range: C-3 - C5
Source C - root: C6, range: C5 - C7
Source D - root: C1, range: C0 - C1
All sources have their sample speed modulated by LFOs, in addition you
can alter the overall speed with Ctrl 1.

Oud Grains

Guitar
Strings / Oud

Multisampled oud tremoli granulated with HALion 5 (4 samples with root
notes C0-C3 split across the keyboard, mapped up to C5), source A in
sampler mode, source B in granular mode resulting in granulated grains.
Sample playhead position in B is modulated by LFO 1, increase the
modulation amplitude using Ctrl 5, tune B up an octave with Ctrl 6.
Add temposynced amplitude modulation and pan modulation with Ctrl 7.
Ctrl 8 introduces a temposynced pitch sequence, the knob is scaled to
semitones (Modmap 3). The cutoff of the Formnt filter in F2 is modulated
by a temposycned LFO (6) and MSEG 1.

Oud Granular
Trills

Guitar
Strings / Oud

Each of the 4 granular sources plays a different oud semitone trill,
sampled at different root notes and with speed variations, looping back
and forth, mapped from C0 - C7.
Snapshot 4 freezes the samples resuting in a nice and hollow pad sound.
Ctrl 3 introduces modulation of sample playhead position via LFO 1, in this
case you might want to turn down the overall sample speed with Ctrl 1.

Oud Octave
Droner

Guitar / Synth
Oud / Drone
Soundscape

Resynthesized oud texture playing octave intervals at varying speeds,
source A running in additive+spectral mode. The sound needs time to
develop in density at lower speeds (Ctrl 2), so the overall volume at the
start is a bit softer. Ctrl 6 introduces the tuned bandbass filter in F2 (key
follow). AT modulates the PVar parameter, regaining some of the original
pitch modulation contained in the resynthesized data.
LFO 3 modulates speed, VEL->sample start (2%).

Oud Particles

Guitars
Sound FX
Soundscapes
Strings
Synths

3 multisampled and processed (->Reaktor Molekular using presets from
my DNA Bank) oud pitches with 5 velocity layers playing in each of the
two sources, each velocity layer producing a different sound
Sampled pitches:C1/A#1/C3 in source A - F1/G2/G3 in source B. Up to 4
processed layers per single sample were used. The instrument has a
range of 5 octaves from C0 - C5. Shift the sample start (25 %) with Ctrl 1,
add velocity sensitivity with Ctrl 2, randomize the pitches with Ctrl. 3.
Ctrl 7 introduces the tuned bandbass filter in F2 (key follow).With Ctrl 4
dialed to the left, Ctrl 8 adds an envelope to cutoff/resonance in F1
(ADSR 2).

Oud Phrase
Mix Split

Guitar / Oud
Strings

A longer oud phrase split up into 2 segments is playing in sources A+B,
source C adds another shorter phrase, all sources run in granular mode.
phrase 1, segment 1 - root C3, range C2 - B3
phrase 1, segment 2 - root C1. range C-1 - B1
phrase 2 - root F5, range C4 - C6
Ctrl 1 -> sample speed, Ctrl 2 -> sample start point
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Comments

Oud Quencer

Guitar / Oud
Sequencer
Mallets
Waterphone

This patch uses Alchemyʻs arpeggiator in “Chord“-mode.
Source A (mapped from C0 - C4) uses the multisampled plucked oud
samples with 5 vel and 3x round robin, sample playheads modulated by a
temposynced LFO. Source B uses waterphone bass hits with 5x round
robin mapped from C0 - C5 (see futher down this patchlist) also running in
granular mode. The ring modulator in source B is modulated by LFO 5
(modulation depth modulated by LFO 2).

Oud Scrape
Textures

Soundscapes
Strings

Scraping on the low string of the Oud (C1) with the oud plectrum. Source
A plays a resnythesized version of that sample, source B uses it in
granular mode, the sound being processed by a tuned combfilter (key
follow) in the sourceʻs filter section. Ctrl 1 modifies the harmonic structure
of the additive source, Ctrl 5 controls the amount of original pitch
modulation in the additive data (PVar). Ctrl 2+3 control sample position/
speed in both sources, Ctrl 7 introduces temposynced modulation of
sample position in both sources. Both sources can be routed indivifually to
either Filter 1 or 2 by using Ctrl 4/8. y-axis of x/y-pad 1 controls LP cutoff
in F1.

Oud Slide
Synth

Guitar / Oud
Synth

4 Oud slides in 4 sources (Sampler mode), velocity can determine the
amount/length of the glissando in each source by turning Ctrl 1 to the
right. Ctrl 2 controls the amount of overall velocity sensitivity. Tune up the
samples in sources B+D with Ctrl 7, the knob is scaled to semitones
(Modmap 3).

Oud Slides Up
Down XFade

Guitar / Oud

Multisampled oud slides (5 semitones in range) with 2x round robin
(variations per sample) - up slides in source A (sampler) + C (granular),
down slides in sources B (sampler) + D (granular).
The up slides have an accented vibrato note following the slide and the
pitches are mapped according to the pitch of the target note. Ctrl the start
point/length of the up slide with Ctrl 1, as all slides vary in length a bit
youʻll have to adjust Ctrl 1 if you only want to hear the target note in each
sample zone. The down slides have a vibrato at the ending of each note
but no accent. Instrument range: C1 - C4, the very low notes remind of a
fretless bass. Control the sample speed in the granular sources with Ctrl
2+3.

Oud Spectral
Trills

Soundscape
Strings / Oud
Synth

Spectralized Oud semitone trills multisampled in 4 octaves, mapped from
C0 - C5 in source A (Sampler mode), source B uses a resynthesized oud
trill (additive), same range as in A. Control sample start points in A with
Ctrl 1, control sample speed in B with Ctrl 3, Ctrl 4 regains the original
pitch modulation contained in the resynthesized data, Ctrl 4 changes the
harmonic structure of the additive source. y-axis of x/y-pad 1 introduces
temposynced amplitude modulation, x/y-pad 2 is controlling various
parameters in filter 1+2.

Oud Stretch
Pad

Pads / Oud

Multisampled stretched oud plucks, 5 long samples mapped between C0 C5, two sources running in Sampler mode, source B is detuned. Ctrl 2
introduces sample start point modulation via velocity (10% max). When
Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left, cutoff modulation via MSEG1 can be introduced
using Ctrl 4.
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Oud Textures
Split

Guitar / Oud
Soundscapes

4 diverse oud textures in 4 granular sources split across the keyboard in
pairs:
Source A: tremolating at the bridge of the oud, root C1, range C-2 - C3
Source B: oud vibrato mayhem and glissandi, root F3, range C3 - G8
Source C: processed oud tremolo, root C1, range C-2 - C3
Source D: oud octaves texture, root: C5, range C3 - G8
Crossfade between source AB – CD using the y-axis of x/y-pad 1, the xaxis introduces square-shaped LFO pitch modulation in all sources.
Ctrl 5 modulates the sample start point in all sources (MW is assigned).
Ctrl 6 introduces tuned comb-filtering (key follow) in all sources which
“tonalises“ the sounds (Snapshots 3-6).

Oud Trem FX
Split

Guitar / Oud
Soundscapes

Six processed oud tremolo samples (all played on the lowest string C1)
split across the keyboard distributed over 2 sources (Sampler mode).
The mapping in both sources is identical:
sample 1/4: root C1, range C0 - B1
sample 2/5: root C3, range C2 -B3
sample 3/6: root C5, range C4 - C6
Crossfade between the sources using the x-axis of x/y-pad 1 or use Ctrl 2
to activate LFO-controlled auto crossfading (which deactivates the
morphing via the x-axis). x/y-pad 2 controls various parameters in filter 1,
the x-axis adds temposynced filter modulation when the y-axis is turned
downwards. Ctrl 1 tunes all sources up an octave with the knob hard right,
PB is set to +/- 12 semitones.

Oud Tremoli

Guitar / Oud

This patch contains multisampled oud tremoli (4 samples mapped
between C0 - C5), a different articulation in each of the 3 sampler sources
(timbre difference due to the pluck position of the right hand), there is also
an automorph function available which lets LFOs do the morphing/x-fading
between the sources (Ctrl 1+2). Dialing in Ctrl 1 deactivates the manual
crossfading in x/y-pad 1. x-axis of x/y-pad 2 introduces tuned combfiltering
(key follow).

Oud Vibrato
Repetitons

Guitar / Oud

Repeating vibrato notes/accents, 2 different sample in 2 granular sources
mapped from C0 - C6. The sample in A has a glissando at the beginning,
modulate the sample start poing with Ctrl 1. Control sample speed with
Ctrl 2, increase grain density and add random grain paning with Ctrl 3. Ctrl
4 adds square-shaped LFO pitch modulation, +/- 1 octave with the knob
hard right. Ctrl 5 introduces tuned combfiltering (in the source filter
section). x/y-pad 2 controls various parameters in filter 1, the x-axis adds
filter modulation when the y-axis is turned downwards.

Oud Vibrato
RR3

Guitar / Oud

Multisampled Oud vibrati with 3x round robin, 6 pitches were sampled.
mapped between C1 - C4. Source A runs in sampler mode, B in granular
mode. Ctrl 1 enables modulation of the LP filter cutoff via velocity (in the
source filter section). Ctrl 3 controls various parameters in the HP filter in
F1, Ctrl 4 routes the signal to F2 with a tuned combfilter an octave above
the sample pitches. Ctrl 7 adds amplitude modulation, control mod speed
with Ctrl 8, generate ring modulation like effects at very high LFO speeds
(Snapshot 6).

Preset

Category

Comments

Water World

Soundscape
Sound Effect
Water(phone)

Source A (sampler mode) plays the sample of shaking the water inside the
waterphone, looped back and forth. Sources B+C (sampler mode) play
long seashore samples I recorded by placing the recorder using the inbuilt
mics on a large stone just above the water surface, it eventually got
flooded and broke, but those samples were well worth it. Source D plays a
resynthesized version of the sample in A. Add tuned comb-filtering to the
water sound in A using Ctrl 1. Ctrl 2 sets the sample start points for the
ocean sounds, Ctrl 3 controls the LP cutoff frequency for sources A+D.
The ocean sounds are routed to Filter 2, if you want to send them to
Alchemyʻs FX, use Ctrl 4, add HP filter modulation to the ocean sounds
with Ctrl 7. Ctrl 5 changes the harmonic structure of the resynthesized
source (D), Ctrl 6 animates it (LFOs 5+6 modulating OddEven Amp/Pan).

Waterphone
Abyss Split

Soundscape
Sound Effect
Waterphone

Five processed waterphone soundscapes split across the keyboard, one
octave range for each sample, root note at F# in each octave, reaching
from C0 - C5. Source A in sampler mode, B in granular mode. Tune the
samples +/- 2 octaves using Ctrl 1. Ctrl 2 sets the sample start point for
source A, Ctrl 2 controls sample speed in B. Ctrl 5 adds strange pitch
modulation to A, Ctrl 4 adds strange filter-modulation in B. Ctrl 6+7 control
the ring modulator in the FX section.
The y-axis in x/y-pad 2 controls LP cutoff in Filter 1, the x-axis increases
filter resonance and adds unipolar LFO filter modulation, only audible
when y2 is turned downwards.

Waterphone
Bass

Mallets
Bass
Waterphone

Source A, mapped from C0 - C5: hitting the bottom of the waterphone with
a soft gong beater, sampled with 6x round robin.
Source B, mapped over the entire range plays a resynthesized version of
one of the waterpphone hits (additive mode).
Crl 3 adds tuned combfiltering in F2, sounding an octave higher than the
samples. Ctrl 7 tunes the additive source up an octave, the knob is scaled
to semitones so you can set fixed intervals more easily.

Waterphone
Long Bow Pad

Pads
Drones
Waterphone

Waterphone - long sustained notes on one pitch played with a violin bow,
13 samples cover the entire range of the instrument between B2 and E6,
extended to the low end by transposing a long sample played on B2
downwards. The high end is extended up to C7. All samples are looped
(“All“-mode). Source A runs in sampler mode, B in granular mode.
x/y-pad 2 controls various parameters in Filters 1+2, turning the x-axis to
the right routes the signal to the the tuned bandpass filter in F2. Ctrl 8
introduces temposynced amplitude modulation via MSEG1 and LFO 7.

Waterphone
Metal Hits
Split

Drums
Sound Effect
Waterphone

Hitting different parts of the waterphone with a drumstick. 9 samples split
across the keyboard, source A sampler, source B granular mode.
Mapping:
Hit 1 - root: F0 mapped from C-1 - G#1
Hit 2 - root: D1 mapped from A0 - F#1
Hit 3 - root: C2 mapped from G1 - E2
Hit 4 - root: A2 mapped from F2 - C#3
Hit 5 - root: F#3 mapped from D3 - B3
Hit 6 - root: E4 mapped from C4 - G#4
Hit 7 - root: D5 mapped from A4 -F#5
Hit 8 - root: C6 mapped from G5 - D#6
Hit 9 - root: G#6 mapped from E6 - C7
Ctrl 4 adds a “zapp“-thumb, fast modulation of F1 HP filter cutoff with full
resonance (via ADSR 2). TUne the samples +/- 4 octaves with Ctrl 1,
control sample speed in B with Ctrl 2. Randomize the pitches with Ctrl 5.

Preset
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Comments

Waterphone
Morphing
Textures

Soundscapes

A long textural waterphone sample (75 seconds) is used in all 4 granular
sources, sample playhead position modulated by 4 different LFOs, one for
each source. True parameter morphing is used in this patch, use x/y-pad 1
to morph between the sources or let 2 LFOs perform auto-morphing by
dialing in Ctrl 2 which then deactivates manual morphing in pad1. Ctrl 3
controls the resonance of the tuned combfilter in F1, F1 is routed into the
LP filter in F2 (serial routing), set LP cutoff with Ctrl 4.
Ctrl 5 controls the mix of the ring modulator in the FX section, modulate/
set RM frequency with Ctrl 6. Ctrl 7 adds fast random amplitude
modulation.

Waterphone
Mystery
Scanner

Soundscapes
Sound Effect

Sources A+B use the same waterphone sample and sources C+D share
another waterphone sample, all sources play in granular mode, sample
playhead position modulated by a dedicated LFO for each source.
Crossfade between the pairs using the y-axis of x/y-pad 1. Each pair has
a dedicated speed control (Ctrl 1+2). When Ctrl 3 - assigned to LP cutoff
in F1 - is dialed to the left, an envelope (ADSR2) can modulate the cutoff
(Ctrl 4), attack time of ADSR2 shortens at higher velocities.
Ctrl 5+6 add combfilter modulation to each pair, Ctrl 8 adds glissandi/pitch
modulation via MSEG1/LFO 7, different gliss directions in each pair.
The x-axis of pad 1 introduces the ring modulator in F2, with RM dialed in
AT controls RM frequency.

Waterphone
Piano

Keys
Mallets
Waterphone

This patch uses the sample map of the Long Bow Pad (see above) in
source A and a sample map with 7 multisampled short single accents (see
below) which have a distinct tonality in source B. Source C adds a
resynthesized short single accent, instrument range C0 - C7.
Sample start position in both sources is velocity sensitive. Tune source A
up an octave with Ctrl 1 (knob is scaled to semitones). When Ctrl 3
assigned to LP cutoff in F1 is diealed towards the left, Ctrl 4 makes the
cutoff velocity sensitive. Bring in the tuned combfilter in F2 with Ctrl 8. Ctrl
5 introduces the ring modulator in the FX section. Ctrl 6 controls RM
frequency.

Waterphone
Ringmod SciFi

Sound Effect
Soundscapes
Waterphone

Source A (granular mode) plays a long sustained waterphone texture with
changing intervals, sources B (granular mode) + D (sampler mode) use a
processed/ring-modulated sci-fi version of that sample, D only playing the
end of the sample looped back and forth. Source C in spectral mode is
playing a resynthesized image of the sampled waterphone. Ctrl 1-3 are
dedicated speed controls for A-C, Ctrl 4 controls LP cutoff in the spectral
source (C). Ctrl 5 intorduces LFO-controlled modulation of sample
playhead position in A+B. When dialing y2 down, the unipolar LFOmodulation of LP fiter cutoff in F1 becomes audible, x2 routes the signal to
the tuned bandpass filer in F2 which has itʻs cutoff modulated by a
temposynced LFO (8).

Waterphone
Single Bows
Decay

Lead
Mallet
Waterphone

Between C0 - C6 there are 7 differently pitched waterphone samples
mapped across the keyboard, short single bowed accents with a distinct
pitch/tonality. All samples are looping back and forth only the watermodulated decay phases. Ctrl 1 introduces sample start point modulation
via velocity which creates a more percussive sound at higher velocities.
In addition you can control the overall velocity sensitivity with Ctrl 2.
When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left (LP cutoff in F1), use Ctrl 4 to make the
filter cutoff velocity sensitive. x/y-pad 1 controls amount of amplitude
modulation (x) and modulation speed (y). Y2 controls reverb size/length
and introduces some Delay FX (routed behind the reverb in the FX chain).
AT reduces vibrato speed (Ctrl 5).

Preset
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Waterphone
Split Swirler

Soundscapes
Waterphone

The upper two waterphone textures between C3 -C6 in sources B+C
(sampler mode), overlapping split between A#3-D4, are actually 2
segments of the same sample, both are looping back and forth. The water
inside the waterphone was moving very much during the recording
yielding these strange modulation effects. The lower texture between C0 B1 in source A (granular) is a reversed waterphone descend sample
looping back and forth. Ctrl 1 sets/modulates sample speed in A. Ctrl 6-8
add more swirling modulations to the sounds, Mod FX swirl (Ctrl 6), pan
swirl (7) and pitch swirl (8). x/y-pad 1 controls mix/frequency of the ring
modulator in the FX section. Ctrl 2-4 control the filter routing and
modulations.

Waterphone
Swirling Pad

Pads
Soundscapes
Waterphone

Layered waterphone textures all with a distinct pitch/tonality playing in
thee sources, a map with 3 split samples in A, granular mode mapped
from C0 - C7, a single sample in B granular mode mapped from C0 - F5
and a resynthesized sound in C (additive) mapped from C0 - C7. Ctrl 1
contols sample speed in A+B, Ctrl 2 changes the harmonic structure in C.
When Ctrl 3 is dialed to the left you can add unipolar LFO-controlled filter
modulation with Ctrl 4. Ctrl 7 routes the signal to the notch filter in F2
(serial). X1 introduces a temposynced pitch sequence (Sequencer 1), Ctrl
8 adds temposynced amplitude modulation.

Waterphone
Textures Split

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

54 waterphone textures, not looped, mapped chromatically between
C1 - F5. Source A in sampler mode, source B in granular mode. Tune the
samples up/down 3 octaves using Ctrl 1. Ctrl 2 adds pitch moduation, Ctrl
3 controls PM speed. Ctrl 5 controls sample speed in B. Add random
amplitude modulation with Ctrl 6, modulate amp mod speed with Ctrl 7.
x/y-pad 2 controls various parameters in F1+2.

Waterphone
Timpani Duet

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone
Percussion

Placing the waterphone on a pedal timpani and playing a long impro (2+
minutes) bowing the waterphone and beating the timp. When moving the
timp pedal, the water inside the waterphone begins to shake and
modulates with the glissandi of the timp. There is one pure (A+C) and one
processed sample playing (B+D) looping back and forth, sources A+B are
running in sampler mode, C+D in granular mode. The root notes are
located at C3. Ctrl 3 cintrols sample speed in the granualr sources.
Increase HP cutoff in F1 by turning y2 upwards, x2 introduces highpass
filter modulation.

Waterphone
Trio 01

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

3 waterphone samples split across the keyboard,
Sample 1 - C1 - B2, root C2
Sample 2 - C3 - B4, root C4
Sample 3 - C5 - C7, root C6
Source A: sampling mode, Source B: granular mdoe
All samples are looping back and forth only the decay phase.
Ctrl 2 adds combfilter modulation in the source filter sections. Ctrl 3
controls sample speed in B, Ctrl 4 sets/modulates grain size/grain pan
randomization. Ctrl 5 adds amplitude modulation (speed slightly
modulated by LFO2), set overall amp mod speed with Ctrl 6.
x/y-pad 2 controls various parameters in F1+2. RM frequency in F2 is
modulated by LFO 4, AT increases modulation speed. PB is set to +/- 2
octaves.
The same patch template was used for all waterphone trios in the list
below, with some slight variations in the modulation, LFO, FX and
snapshot settings.

Waterphone
Trio 02

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Preset

Category

Comments

Waterphone
Trio 03

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Trio 04

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Trio 05

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Trio 06

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Trio 07

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Waterless Trio
01

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

The samples in this patch and the patches listed below were recorded
with hardly any water inside the waterphone, resulting in much less
modulation effects. Mapping and patch setup is identical with Waterphone
Trio 01.

Waterphone
Waterless Trio
02

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Waterless Trio
03

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Waterless Trio
04

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Waterphone
Waterless Trio
05

Sound Effects
Soundscapes
Waterphone

See Waterphone Trio 01

Some pictures of the sampled instruments:

Please enjoy the sounds!
Simon Stockhausen,
June 20 - 2014

